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As part of our continued dedication to customer safety,
Enviro Tech is proud to offer the Safe-T-Feed® system as
an option on our larger pack sizes of peracetic acid
products such as Perasan® A, Perasan® MP-2, and
BioSide® HS-15%.
The Safe-T-Feed® system keeps the concentrated
peracetic acid product entirely contained and away from
operator contact or contamination throughout the entire
process. No bung removal is required to insert dip tubes,
and no open drums means no accidental contamination.
Available on both 55 gallon drums and returnable IBC
totes, the product arrives to the customer with the
Internal spring-loaded valves only allow product to flow when mated
with the appropriate Safe-T-Feed® tubing adapter.

Safe-T-Feed® vented bung, dip tube, and shipping cap
installed. To attach to the product delivery system in the
plant, simply unscrew the protective shipping cap and
install the corresponding Safe-T-Feed® tubing adapter.

®

Safe-T-Feed is offered in two styles:
Orange - low flow - 1/4" tubing. Up to 1 qt/min.
- high flow - 3/8" tubing. Up to 3 gal/min.
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Upon attaching the adapter to the Safe-T-Feed® bung, the
internal valve opens and product can flow to the pump;
when the adapter is removed, the internal valve automatically closes to prevent drips and spills.
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Parts List

Orders of peracetic acid in drums or returnable IBC totes with the Safe-T-Feed® option requested will come with the

appropriate bung and dip tube pre-installed. Tubing adapters need to be purchased separately to mate with the bungs, but
are reusable between drums or totes. Additionally, standalone Safe-T-Feed® bung systems are available to retrofit drums
containing standard butress bungs. Please note, however, that the returnable totes require different bungs which are not
sold separately. Please reference the following part numbers when ordering.

0.315”
to fit 1/4”
tubing

Part #

Description

Price

P-5072

STD-Flo Orange Cap, Female,
90°, 1/4". Connects to both drum
and tote Safe-T-Feed® bungs. For
flowrates up to 1 qt/min.

$10

P-5073

MED-Flo Cap Adapter, Female,
3/8" Connects to both drum and tote
Safe-T-Feed® bungs. For flowrates
upt to 3 gals/min.

$18.13

3/8” NPT

NOTE: An additional part will be
required to connect this to tubing.
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$10

P-5061

STD-Flo System for drums
(orange). Contains 1 bung, 1
diptube, and 1 protective shipping
cap.

P-5060

$10
MED-Flo System for drums
(white). Contains 1 bung, 1 diptube,
and 1 protective shipping cap.
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Drums with Safe-T-Feed®
installed are clearly
labeled for shipping.

Vented shipping cap
protects Safe-T-Feed®
internals.

Installation
Removal of shipping cap
allows connection of
tubing adapter.

Although the returnable IBC totes require a different bung, the Safe-T-Feed® tubing
adapter interface is identical and allows complete interoperability.
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